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In this interview Aldona Dranseikienė, a local resident, discusses witnessing acts of violence 
against Jews as a nine-year-old girl in the villages of Panemunėlis and Rokiškis. She describes in 
great detail an episode she witnessed involving the public torturing and shaming of Jews from 
Pandelis. She explains that they were thrown into muddy ponds near the road while they were 
being driven to the Rokiškis ghetto. She also discusses her impressions of the ghetto which she 
saw when she and her mother brought food to the Jews. She spends most of the interview 
discussing the shooting of two Jewish families from Panemunėlis which occurred in the woods 
near her house, focusing on seeing the families brought to the woods in a wagon and then how 
the “white-stripers” drove home drunk later that evening. She retells accounts that her neighbor 
had given of the incident and gives a vivid account of visiting the site of the shooting several 
days later. She provides the names of some local “white-stripers,” discusses their fate as well as 
her neighbors’ negative attitudes toward them.  
 
 
[00:] 00:59:12 – [00:] 02:02:11 
 
She introduces herself and states that she was born in 1932 in Šeduikiškio village; talks about 
the start of the war, focusing on the fact that although there were no Jews in her village, there 
were many in the neighboring towns of Rokiškis and Panemunėlis; [the interviewer asks her to 
put down her glasses because she is fidgeting with them, interview cuts and starts again from the 
beginning].  
 
[00:] 02:02:12 – [00:] 07:00:06 
 
She discusses the fate of the Jews during the war; talks about how they were rounded up and 
murdered; mentions that she and her mother used to carry food into the ghetto and that once she 
saw how Jews from Pandelis were brought in horse-drawn wagons with all of their belongings to 
the Rokiškis ghetto; points out that the Jews were tortured and humiliated by collaborators: they 
threw them off of the wagons into ponds on either side of the road near Rokiškis; recalls an 
episode in which a Jew was forced to stand behind an unruly horse but remained unharmed 
because the horse refused to kick; explains who the baltaraiščiai (“white-stripers”) were; 
explains that they guarded the columns of Jews with weapons and wore white ribbons around 
their arms over their civilian clothes; mentions that she never saw a single uniformed person 
during that time period; explains that her mother knew one of the “white-stripers” who would let 
them bring food to the Jews in the ghetto when he was on duty; mentions that there were about 
20 or 30 wagons of Jews going to the Rokiškis ghetto from Pandelis; explains that the 
demonstration of violence against the Jews deliberately blocked the road completely so that 
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people passing by would have to stop and watch it; discusses the reaction of the spectators: some 
joined in shaming the Jews while others remained silent; explains that she was eight or nine 
years old and that her mother did not try to explain the scene to her.  
 
[00:] 07:00:06 – [00:] 11:17:06 
 
She explains how her mother out of fear of being locked in the ghetto when taking food to the 
Jews, would bring her daughter along and leave her at the gate; describes the time that she 
entered into the ghetto to give food to a woman; lists the foods that they would bring into the 
ghetto such as sugar, tea, and bread that had been left at their house by the Jews themselves 
before the war: discusses how the Jewish men were forced to go and dig their own graves near 
Bajorų village while the women remained in the ghetto with the children; describes in great 
detail how the Jewish women and children would beg along the fence, offering utensils in 
exchange for food; describes her memories of the ghetto focusing on large bundles of belongings 
along the streets and how people sat by the bundles as though they were guarding them; explains 
that each family had brought their valuables to the ghetto and that only when they were taken to 
be shot in Miegolis or Itsiūnai did they leave everything behind; repeats that the wagons 
bringing Jews from Pandelis to the ghetto had also been piled high with valuables; [interview 
cuts]; explains that the ghetto existed for a couple weeks before the Jews were taken to be shot; 
explains that relatives, who did not live far from the shooting site, told her that the ghetto no 
longer existed because all the Jews were gone.  
 
[00:] 11:17:07 - [00:] 16:36:11 
 
She discusses witnessing an event in which two Jewish families from Panemunėlis, the Orkinai 
and Jofės, were shot in the forest near her house; explains that this occurred while the Rokiškio 
ghetto still existed; explains that the two families from Panemunėlis thought they were being 
taken to the Rokiškis ghetto, when in fact they were being taken to be shot in the woods on the 
way; explains that the road from Panemunėlis to Rokiškis passed direclty by her house; recounts 
how the “white-stripers” brought the two families into a forest on her family’s land where they 
tried to dig a pit, but encountering too many roots had to move to another part of the forest where 
the two families were shot; explains that a small group of “white-stripers” drove into the forest 
first then later followed by a large wagon full of Jews and more “white-stripers”; explains how 
her whole family hid outside of the house in order to see whether her uncle, who had been taken 
as a prisoner at the time, was in the wagon, but he was not; describes hearing the shots and cries 
of people after they were marched down to the foot of the hill in the forest; explains that after the 
shooting the “white-stripers” celebrated by drinking; explains that Orkinas was Panemunėlis’ 
pharmasist and that Jofės was the miller, making their families the two most wealthy Jewish 
families of Panemunėlis; explains that the “white-stripers” of Panemunėlis probably shot them 
on the way to the Rokiškis ghetto in order to claim their belongings and then told the ghetto 
authorities that the Jews had escaped; describes how the “white-stripers” drank in celebration, 
singing and demanding more alcohol from the villagers and got so drunk that they even tied up 
one of their own “white-stripers” who started to go insane; explains how that man who they tied 
up became ill and was not seen with the other “white-stripers” after that; explains that she did not 
recognize the people who were driven past her house in the wagon but that her neighbor 
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identified the two families that had been shot; describes how the “white-stripers” divided up the 
Jewish families’ valuables and ripped apart their pillows in search of valuables.  
 
[00:] 16:36:12 – [00:] 25:00:21 
 
She discusses the number of “white-stripers” that lead, guarded, and followed the wagon 
carrying the two Jewish families; mentions that four “white-stripers” drove by first and shot her 
family‘s dog on the way; mentions that there were ten “white-stripers” in total; describes how 
her father climbed up on a haystack in order to see better; explains that her father told them that 
men and women were being shot together; describes the posture and mood of the Jews as they 
were driven in the wagon, focusing on the fact that they all had their heads bowed; explains that 
the shooting occurred around noon because the pit was dug in the morning; explains that the 
“white-stripers” went home at night after their bout of drinking in the forest; discusses how the 
“white-stripers” probably forced the Jews to undress themselves before shooting them because 
her neighbor found a small pile of clothes when he went to the site soon after the “white-stripers” 
left in order to bury the bodies better; describes going to this site two or three days after the 
shooting, focusing on the fact that there was only about a foot of earth covering the bodies; 
remembers seeing feathers from torn pillows scattered around her neighbor’s yard; explains that 
her neighbor had gathered all of the unwanted belongings and pillows that Jews left behind and 
piled them in his shed; describes how the “white-stripers” rode home in the wagons drunk, 
singing, and violently whipping the horses; remembers how other villagers came by afterwards 
out of curiosity to see the place where the Jews had been shot; remembers seeing a neighbor 
poke the ground with her mother’s rake to prove that the bodies were not buried very deep; 
describes the cries of the people that she heard during the shooting, specifying that a total of nine 
or ten people were shot. 
 
[00:] 25:00:22 – [00:] 31:14:02 
 
She recalls the names of two “white stripers”: Povilas Marcionas, who lived near the town, and 
Samolis, who was driven home all tied up after the shooting; explains that Marcionas was an 
acquaintance of hers who later went to jail, came back, and is now dead; remembers how 
Marcionas was ridiculed and shamed by the town for a long time, recalling in detail the jokes 
people would say about Marcionas, such as, if someone needed a new tooth, they would be told 
to get some from Marcionas who took all the teeth of the Jews; mentions that none of her 
immediate neighbors were “white-stripers”; explains that Samolis was tied up for trying to run 
away and violently resisting; explains how no one thought highly of the “white-stripers” because 
they would always come by without warning and demand belongings from villagers; explains 
how it was common knowledge that the “white-stripers” were all-powerful and could take any 
belonging they wanted; discusses the attitudes of her neighbors toward the killing of the Jews, 
focusing on the fact that they did not understand why a whole innocent nation should be killed; 
mentions a comical song about Marcionas killing the Jofė’s family and not even burrying them 
properly [recites part of the song]; describes how this song was sung by the three women who 
wrote the song when neighbors gathered at each other’s houses around Christmas time; mentions 
the song’s author’s last names: Šarkauskienė, Vaitkevičienė (the wife of the neighbor nearest 
the shooting site ), and Bražiūnienė.  
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[00:] 31:14:03 – [00:] 37:04:19 
 
She explains that her uncle had been arrested because he worked as a secretary for the Soviet 
government before the war; gives a detailed description of the route of the wagons driving the 
two Jewish families who were going to be shot in the forest; explains that she saw the wagon up 
to the point when it drove into the forest and then again when it was returning with the drunk 
“white-stripers”; mentions that her father, from on top of the haystack, saw how a group of 
people was marched to the spot where they were shot; explains that Vaitkevičius, the neighbor 
who lived closest to the site of the shooting, saw how the wagon was turned over and all the 
people were hurried over to the foot of the hill; explains that she only saw the heads of the 
people as they moved to the foot of the hill and then disappeared in the direction of the forest 
belonging to the nearby manor; describes how in the forest they saw the several partially dug 
holes and that then they found the shooting site in the manor forest; explains how it was 
impossible to see from the road that the “white-stripers” were digging a pit at the foot of the hill. 
 
[00:] 37:04:20 – [00:] 43:51:01 
 
She returns to the episode in the street in front of the Rokiškis ghetto where the Jews were being 
thrown into the ponds; describes in detail how a young man was dragged off of the wagon, 
swung around a couple of times and then flung into the pond and mud; describes in great detail 
how many people were dumped into the muddy water by five or six “white-stripers”; specifies 
that only men were thrown into the water and that the women remained in the wagons; 
remembers how one very old woman was ordered to stand between the horse and the wagon 
while the “white-stripers” whiped the horse so that it would kick the woman; mentions that there 
were children in the wagon; explains that by the time she arrived at the scene, the traffic had 
already been stopped and people were being flung into the water from the sidewalk side of the 
road; describes the orders the “white-stripers” were shouting at the people in the wagons and 
how they handled the Jews roughly; returns to the episode when a “white-striper” dragged a man 
down from the wagon and forced him to stand behind the wild horse and that when the horse 
would not kick him they flung him into the pond instead; recalls the cries and moans of the 
Jewish women at this scene of torture; [silence until interview ends].  
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